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MAHUVA, India: The death toll from a major cyclone
that slammed into coronavirus-ravaged India jumped
to at least 84 yesterday, as the navy searched for 65
people still missing and authorities scrambled to re-
store power to the worst-hit regions. Cyclone Tauktae,
which pummeled the western coast late Monday and
left a trail of destruction, has added to the country’s
woes as it suffered a record number of COVID-19
deaths. The cyclonic storm was the latest in what ex-
perts say is a growing number of ever-bigger storms
in the Arabian Sea because of climate change warming
its waters.

The defense ministry said yesterday that Navy
ships had rescued more than 600 people after waves
up to eight meters (26 feet) high hammered offshore
oil installations. But 22 bodies were also recovered
while planes and helicopters were still searching for 65
workers missing from one of several support vessels
that slipped its moorings in the storm and sank. M K
Jha, head of the Naval Western Command, said that the
sea was so rough that they could not board life rafts.

Those rescued have “hope in their eyes but cer-
tainly, they are distressed... they have been battered by
the sea conditions for multiple hours,” Jha told the
NDTV news channel. Even before the cyclone made
landfall in Gujarat state with gusts up to 185 kilometers
(115 miles) per hour, associated heavy rains and strong
winds killed around 20 people in western and southern
India. Gujarat officials said yesterday that the death toll
in the state after the storm had risen to 42, with many
killed by collapsing houses or walls and more fatalities
expected as they accessed the scale of the damage.
Those killed included a child crushed by a collapsing
wall, an 80-year-old woman killed by a falling pole and

a teenage girl by a crumbling roof. “I have never ex-
perienced such intensity in my life,” said a hotel owner
in the town of Bhavnagar where the winds smashed
windows on the seafront and sent trees and power
lines toppling.

More than 16,500 houses were damaged, 40,000
trees were uprooted and engineers were working to
restore power to hundreds of thousands of people yes-
terday. More than 15 percent of the total yearly pro-
duction of salt in Gujarat-India’s biggest producer of
the mineral-was either washed away or unable to be
harvested due to flooding, the Indian Salt Manufactur-
ers Association told AFP.

At least a dozen blackbucks classified as endan-
gered in India as well as an unknown number of birds
including egrets and herons that nest around human
habitation have died, Gujarat’s chief wildlife warden,
Shyamal Tikadar, told AFP. Chief forests conservator
D.T. Vasavada added that his department would survey
the affected wildlife after uprooted and fallen trees
were cleared. Prime Minister Narendra Modi tweeted
after a survey of the damage in Gujarat, his home state,
that his government was “working closely with all the
states affected by the cyclone”. He announced financial
aid for the state as well as for the families of the victims
and those injured.

COVID-19 crisis 
Although the cyclone was one of the fiercest in

decades, better forecasting than in previous disasters
meant that 200,000 people in danger zones-including
hundreds of COVID-19 patients-were moved to safety.
The deadly weather system hit as India’s healthcare
system struggled with a coronavirus surge that in the

past 24 hours killed a record 4,529 people. “This is one
of the most powerful cyclones we’ve faced in India for
decades, and after weeks of chaos and devastating loss
of life caused by COVID-19, it could not have come at
a worse time,” said Santanu Chakraborty of the charity
Save the Children. 

“Thousands of children and their families have lost
their homes and their livelihoods, and the damage

caused to roads and infrastructure will put even more
pressure on local administrations already struggling to
cope with the fallout from the pandemic.” The Arabian
Sea previously experienced fewer severe cyclones
than the Bay of Bengal but rising water temperatures
because of global warming was changing that, Roxy
Mathew Koll from the Indian Institute of Tropical Me-
teorology told AFP. —AFP 

Engineers inspect
Chinese skyscraper 
after shaking panic
BEIJING: Engineers were inspecting a skyscraper in
southern China yesterday, a day after it triggered
widespread panic when it suddenly began shaking,
as people asked online if shoddy construction may
have been to blame. The 300-metre (1,000-foot)
SEG Plaza in the southern city of Shenzhen near
Hong Kong began swaying in the early afternoon on
Tuesday, prompting people inside and those on the
streets below to flee. Emergency management offi-
cials quickly ruled out an earthquake as the cause of
the wobble in the tech hub’s Futian district.

Officials said no further movement had been de-
tected and experts found “no safety abnormalities
in the main structure and surrounding environment
of the building”. The building had stopped shaking
by the time people were evacuated, state media re-
ported, and the plaza remained sealed off. Building
collapses are not rare in China, where lax construc-
tion standards and breakneck urbanization over re-
cent decades has led to buildings being thrown up
in haste.

Poor construction standards are often linked to
corruption among local officials, most recently after
the collapse of a quarantine hotel in southern China

last year. A day after the building was evacuated, the
US Consulate in nearby Guangzhou yesterday
warned citizens to avoid the area surrounding the
tower, warning of “inadequate information to assess
the safety risks.” Video footage published by local
media Jimu News appeared to show some vendors
returning to pick up stock from the electronics mall
on the lower levels of the building yesterday, while
higher levels remained closed off and shoppers were
blocked from entering.

Social media immediately lit up after Tuesday’s in-
cident, with hashtags on the Twitter-like Weibo plat-
form related to the shaking garnering more than 780
million views and hundreds of thousands of com-
ments, with many users worried about construction
standards. “Shenzhen should not use this shaking
building again. It’s fit for demolition,” wrote one. “In
today’s cities, there’s no guarantee of the quality of
these skyscrapers,” added another. Completed in
2000, the tower is home to a major electronics mar-
ket as well as various offices in the central business
district of Shenzhen, a sprawling metropolis of more
than 13 million people.

The building is named after the semiconductor and
electronics manufacturer Shenzhen Electronics
Group, whose offices are based in the complex. It is
the 18th tallest tower in Shenzhen, according to the
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat sky-
scraper database. Chinese authorities last year
banned the construction of skyscrapers taller than
500 meters, adding to height restrictions already en-
forced in some other cities such as Beijing. — AFP 

MUMBAI: Rescued crew members from the sunken offshore barge P305 disembark the INS Kochi naval ship
after arriving in Mumbai yesterday following Cyclone Tauktae landfall. — AFP 

News in brief

Singapore summons Indian envoy 

SINGAPORE: Singapore called in India’s
envoy yesterday to protest “unfounded” claims
by New Delhi’s chief minister that a coron-
avirus strain from the city-state was dangerous
for children. India is suffering one of the
world’s worst COVID-19 outbreaks while tiny
Singapore has been praised for keeping the
disease in check with relatively few infections.
But following a slight uptick in Singapore,
Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal tweeted a
warning about a “new coronavirus strain” from
the city-state that is “extremely dangerous for
children”, and urged the government to impose
a flight ban. —AFP  

Taiwan raises virus alert level 

TAIPEI: Taiwan yesterday raised its coron-
avirus alert level, tightening social distancing
measures as it battled a widening outbreak. The
Level 3 alert was imposed on the entire island
with entertainment venues, libraries, sports fa-
cilities and community centers closed. People
are required to wear masks all the time when
going out while indoor gatherings of more than
five and outdoor gatherings of more than 10
people are banned. “(Infections) are succes-
sively increasing in other cities and counties be-
sides Taipei and New Taipei,” said health
minister Chen Shih-chung while announcing the
new measures.—AFP 

Germany bans groups close to Hezbollah

BERLIN: The German government said yester-
day it is banning three groups close to Hezbollah,
the Lebanese movement that opposes Zionists,
against the backdrop of the current military es-
calation in the Middle East. Interior Minister
Horst Seehofer “has banned three groups that
are financing the terrorist organization Hezbol-
lah,” his spokesman wrote in a tweet. —AFP 

German minister quits over plagiarism 

BERLIN: The Social Democrat candidate
standing for Berlin’s mayoral job in September’s
election resigned from her ministerial post yes-
terday over claims she plagiarized her doctoral
thesis, in a blow to the center-left party. “In the
last few days, discussions have again arisen
about my dissertation from 2010,” Franziska
Giffey, families minister in Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s coalition government, said in a state-
ment. She has therefore resigned from her min-
isterial post, she said, though she still intends to
run as the SPD’s candidate to be the mayor of
Berlin in elections in September. —AFP  

Papua rebels kill 2 Indonesian soldiers 

JAKARTA: Two Indonesian soldiers were
killed in an attack authorities blamed yesterday
on Papua rebel groups, as recent heightened
tensions in the restive region saw in a least a
dozen deaths on both sides. Indonesia’s security
forces have been intensifying a military crack-
down in the Papua highlands following the
killing of the province’s intelligence chief by
rebel groups in late April. His death angered
Jakarta who moved to officially designate
Papuan separatists “terrorists”. Chief security
Minister Mahfud MD said rebel groups killed
two patrolling soldiers in Dekai district in
Yahukimo regency on Tuesday. —AFP 

SHENZHEN: People stand outside the 300-metre high
SEG Plaza (back center) after it began to shake, in
Shenzhen in China’s southern Guangdong province on
Tuesday. —AFP 

India cyclone death toll jumps as 
navy searches for dozens missing

600 people rescued, 22 bodies recovered; 65 workers missing 

Hurricanes, COVID 
heap misery on 
poor C America
QUEJA, Guatemala: Orlando Chavez tucks into his
lunch of five corn tortillas and a piece of cheese but
admits that “some days I don’t eat.” The 71-year-old
lives in El Progreso, a region of Honduras that has
been devastated recently by two hurricanes and the
pandemic.  The area is emblematic of a trifecta of is-
sues affecting many Central Americans-environmen-
tal degradation, the coronavirus and profound
poverty. Chavez’s battered mud hut is one of the few
still standing after hurricanes Eta and Iota ripped
through the region in November 2020, pounding vil-
lages into heaps of scrap wood and zinc roofs.

Across the border in Guatemala, German Cal Pop,
an indigenous Mayan, walks through what was once
his home town of Queja, before it was buried by an
avalanche. Eight members of his family are among the
51 people dead and buried somewhere under the
earth and rubble. The town is now uninhabitable and
was declared a cemetery where survivors hold mass
to honor the dead. With no job or home, Cal Pop
moved to a neighboring community where he lives off
aid from the World Food Program.

“Before we were poor, yes, but we ate calmly.
Now, with the tragedy, the community collapsed and
the problem worsened... and the pandemic arrived...
two tough blows in the year,” he said. According to
the United Nations, some 10 million people (30 per-
cent of the population) in the Northern Triangle, an
area comprised of Honduras, Guatemala and El Sal-
vador, not only need urgent assistance but also long-
term solutions to address the causes of the
humanitarian crisis.

Already grappling with chronic gang-related vi-
olence, food insecurity and the effects of climate
change, the pandemic and recent hurricanes have
left residents destitute, with many fleeing for the
United States. Migrant traffic out of the region rose
sharply in 2018 with massive human caravans de-
parting Honduras.

Meagre pay 
In El Progreso, Chavez gets up at 5:00 am and

readies his horses and carts. A widower and father of
12, he lives with his daughter Mirna, 42, and her sons
Antonio, nine, and Milton, 11. He and his grandchildren
work in an African palm grove collecting bunches of
the fruit cut from the trees by other workers and load-
ing them into carts. For five hours of back-breaking
work he earns only several hundred lempiras (several
dozen dollars) which “barely lasts six to eight days.”

Stretching that money is important because the
income is not steady: “There’s no work because the
fruit (only) matures every two weeks so you can’t cut
it often,” he said.  When the mighty Ulua River burst
its banks in November due to heavy hurricane rains,
the palm grove was flooded and it wasn’t until March
that workers could return. Of his two sons who mi-
grated illegally to the United States, one, Emilio, has
managed to send some money back home, while he
hasn’t heard from the other, Jose, in the 10 years
since he left.

In Guatemala, Cal Pop remembers how on Novem-
ber 5, 2020, his family was eating lunch when they felt
a tremor. He fled with his wife and two children as a
river of mud devoured their house. His 32-year-old
neighbor, Erwin Cal, said that he “never imagined that
something that was built over the course of more than
20 years could collapse in 20 seconds.” —AFP

QUEJA, Guatemala: This photo shows a view of a de-
stroyed car in the Guatemalan village of Queja, San
Cristobal Verapaz municipality, Alta Verapaz depart-
ment, which was destroyed by a landslide caused by
heavy rains from the hurricanes that hit Central
America. — AFP 

IS still ‘potent’ force 
in Afghanistan, 
says US envoy
KABUL: The jihadist Islamic State group remains
a “potent” force in Afghanistan and was responsible
for a recent attack that killed dozens of schoolgirls,
Washington’s top envoy to Kabul told AFP. But
Charge d’Affaires Ross Wilson chiefly blamed the
Taleban for the rising violence across the war-torn
country, accusing them of breaching agreements in
peace talks even as American forces continue their
withdrawal.

“ISIS remains a potent force here-that is among
many reasons why we continue to provide security
and counter-terrorism assistance to the Afghan au-
thorities,” Wilson said in an interview. He blamed
the group for the May 8 bombs outside a girls’
school in Kabul that killed more than 50 people, as
well as a blast at a mosque on the outskirts of the
capital at the weekend in which 12 worshippers
died.  No group has admitted responsibility for the
school attack, but IS claimed the mosque bombing.
Despite Taleban denials-and IS claims of responsi-
bility-the Afghan government routinely blames the
former for attacks against civilians, insisting IS was
largely crushed two years ago in its main base of
Nangarhar province.

The group first emerged in Afghanistan in 2014
as NATO combat troops withdrew from the country
and handed over responsibility to domestic security
forces. “The school bombing and the mosque bomb-
ing that took place a few days later pretty clearly
appeared to be the work of the so-called Islamic
State,” Wilson said, adding that “remnants of Al-
Qaeda” were also still operating in the country.
“That’s not to give anybody a pass-certainly not to
give the Taleban a pass on the violence that they are
directly involved in, or for the kind of ecosystem of
terrorism and violence in which they are deeply,
deeply, deeply complicit,” he said. With US and
NATO forces on May 1 beginning a final withdrawal
of troops to be completed by the 20th anniversary
of the September 11 attacks, violence has soared-
with Taleban and Afghan government forces clash-
ing repeatedly. —AFP


